THE NEW EXPERIENCE OF WELLNESS TREATMENT ON Lemi SPA DREAM
WITH THE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH OF Jean Guy De Gabriac
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It is not only quality that drives us to improve, in these 30 years we have seen the world change ever faster and sometimes not always in the right direction. We have seen the result of years of excesses both on the food, energy and environmental fronts that have contributed to increasing the level of stress. This is why we have taken note of the fact that our products must meet the change that reality is experiencing. People are more aware and have decided not to give up well-being but rather, they have made a choice, to undertake a change that aims at improvement and psycho-physical well-being, seeking ever newer, evolved treatments, different from the standards that the market offers: they seek a complete sense experience, tailored to them. We have therefore focused our attention and our energies on the development of equipment that is able to combine massage and color, perfumes, music and warmth, transforming each treatment into a personal journey, in the silence of one’s own self that can, finally, enjoy a moment of true, intense, well-being.

Thanks to the experience and professionalism of JEAN GUY DE GABRIAC combined with the design and multi-functionality of SPA DREAM with its heated water cushions, OCEAN DREAM MASSAGE was born: a journey in which the body and water unite through the warmth of the hands and of the couch, like a wave that runs through the energy flows of the body, bringing it into a state of total well-being.
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The first wave of energy we encounter is our heartbeat. It is time we listen to ourselves again, and more thoroughly. Like a drop falling into the water, every beat creates a ripple, a sensorial, fluid, continuous, perfect motion. The water element flows through our body like a river.

Taking care of our body is an act of self love: a journey to reclaim our balance & enjoy your full potential. During the massage, we place ourselves in someone’s skilled hands able to sail in the troubled waters of busy life, to bring us to an emotional harbour. The hands like boats, surf on the skin, following the topography of the body, like sailing over waves.

The warm water-pillows place the body in a weightless state of floatation. They also offer a double sensation of massage: with warm caring hands on top, and with peaceful undulations underneath.

As the heat nourishes muscles, loosening muscular tensions, endless ripples gently cradle the body and quieten the mind.

Positive and negative inclinations subtly positioning the head up or down by 7° play with gravity and enhance a sensational perception of total immersion. A wave of energy flows through the body, completing the blissful sensorial journey on all levels: physical, mental, emotional... and gravitational!

The caring hands of the therapist act like a lighthouse in the middle of the sea, leaving us refreshed and revitalized at the end of this sensorial experience, feeling at peace, feeling as One with our core element: Water.

“YOU ARE NOT A DROP OF WATER IN THE OCEAN. YOU ARE THE OCEAN IN A SINGLE DROP”.

RUMI (13th century sufi poet)
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MASSAGE SEQUENCE ON THE BACK
FRONT LEG SEQUENCE